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1Introduction to the Problem
Lawrence Cardinal Sheehan, Archbishop of Baltimore, once 
wrote of the Second Vatican Council that 'much remains to be done. 
That is why it can be said, The Council has ended; the Council has 
just begun' Sheehan's statement, part of a preface to a 1966 
edition of The Documents gf Vatican U, has proved remarkably 
prescient. The documents and spirit of the Second Vatican Council 
created the basis for a lengthy postconciliar tug of war between the 
Vatican and third world liberation theologians. The efforts of 
liberation theologians such as Gutierrez, Boff, and Segundo called 
into question the very role of the church in the third world, 
highlighting the need for an analysis of their movement which places 
it in its proper historical context as challenger to the Vatican. 
Examining the dynamics of the Vatican-liberation theology 
relationship underscores the significance of the historically 
neglected Second Vatican Council. Vatican II seldom merits a 
mention in texts of modern European or world history; the rare 
mentions are unjustifiably brief. J. Robert W egs' Europe Since 1945 
is a standard text of postwar history which altogether omits 
mention of Vatican II; Robert Paxton's Europe in the 20th Century Is 
another such work which similarly slights the Second Vatican 
Council.2 Given the hundreds of millions of people who call 
themselves Catholics, Vatican II obviously holds great potential 
significance; given the widespread study of Latin American 
liberation theology, the neglect of Vatican li, itself the genesis of 
liberation theology, is all the more inexcusable. The lack of a
2comprehensive sxamination of the relationship bstwosn Vatican II 
and liberation theology highlights a grave shortcoming of history 
which is so self-consciously secular in focus.
To combat the neglect of this relationship in contemporary, 
history, I will argue a two-tiered analysis. My superordinate claim 
of historical causation, which will spawn several subordinate 
contentions, is that Vatican II was a breath of political 
progresslvism in the Roman Catholic Church which unintentionally 
gave birth to Latin American liberation theology. By proving that 
Vatican II was a seminal event in the origination of liberation 
theology, and was pivotal in liberation theology's evolution, I will 
demonstrate the historical significance of the much-ignored Second 
Vatican Council. My second level of analysis is political-structural. 
Here I will show that liberation theology, the offspring of Vatican 
II, developed into a progeny largely inconsistent with its forebearer. 
I will also endeavor to show that the papal-liberation theology 
relationship illustrates: frst, the deviation of liberation theology
from Vatican II, a s  liberation theologians attempted to extend the 
progressive teachings of the council; second, that the postconciliar 
papacy opposed the deviations of liberation theology with relative 
consistency and considerably greater fidelity to the Vatican II 
documents than the liberation theologians showed, and; third, that 
the papacy cannot be given a concrete political characterization- 
that it resists particuierlst ideology and favors instead the role of 
providing a moral framework for policy analysis, no matter how 
pressing the need for concretion seems to be amid dear sodal 
injustice.
3Before embarking on this analysis, a briaf raviaw of tha 
historiography of Vatican II, liberation theology, and the 
postconciliar relationship between the papacy and liberation 
theologians is in order. Unfortunately, the historiography is weak, 
as this subject has been given no coherent treatment in 
contemporary historical literature. In light of the global impact of 
the Second Vatican Council and the regional import of the Latin 
American bishops' conferences at Medellin and Puebla which it 
spawned, the paucity of historical analysis is surprising. Thus, we 
are guided by a historiography that is regrettably fragmented, left 
only to examine works which treat the Council and liberation 
theology as insular entities. Further, the few works which examine 
outgrowths of the Council and the fewer yet which deal with papal 
interaction with liberation theology exhibit a debilitating cultural 
bias.
The first portion of the aforementioned historiography, that 
dealing with the Second Vatican Council, treats it in the abstract 
without considering historical effects. That defect arises 
principally due to contemporaneity--the preponderance of work on 
Vatican II was written during the Council. Robert Kaiser's Pope. 
Council, and World, one of the most reasoned treatments of the 
subject, was published in 1963, well before the Council completed 
its activities and well before the release of its most controversial 
and significant documents.^ Other contemporary accounts suffer 
from their gossipy tone. Xavier Rynne's Vatican Council II. one of 
the only authoritative accounts of the Council, is mere narrative, 
content to record juicy curia gossip (even pausing to tell us how
4delegates diverted themselves in the evenings, after deliberations), 
but sadly devoid of analysis.4 Other accounts and would-be 
analyses, such as Father Timothy O'Connell's Vatican II and Its 
Documents, seem to glorify the text. O' Connell is content to 
transmit the documents rather than performing the analytic tasks of 
assessing their likely impacts, pointing out where the documents 
were revolutionary, or where they could have been and were not. 5 A 
final work, Michael Davies' Liturgical Revolution, epitomizes the 
reactionary school of Vatican II analysis.^ Davies finds the Council 
progressive to an almost heretical degree, rejecting its worldly tone 
as dangerously deviant. Work such as Davies’ makes weak secondary 
material but serves as a fine original source on the reactionary 
resistance to the Council's reception. In essence, this field furnishes 
primary sources in the form of narrative accounts, but no analytic 
parameters.
The second area of historiography is that dealing with 
liberation theology In the abstract, ignoring its genesis and its 
resultant conflict with orthodox Catholicism. Here the 
historiography is equally weak, though for different reasons. Much 
contemporary "analysis" of liberation theology amounts to mere 
cheerleading, usually by left-leaning Orbis Press, controlled by the 
progressive Maryknoll order. In commentaries and anthologies, Orbis 
serves as a transmitter for liberation theology in the same manner 
as some Catholic historians who uncritically convey the words of 
Vatican II documents.7 By the same token, those sources critical of 
liberation theology, epitomized by James Schell's Liberation 
Theology In Latin America, are unabashedly savage in their critique
5of the movement.® The two slants, pro and con, epitomize an 
altogether useless school of historical analysis; their writings 
amount to mere assertions of their personal preference for certain 
political forms and dogmatic biases. Neither the liberation theology 
boosters nor bashers contibute ideas useful in a reasoned analysis of 
the postconciliar interaction of the Vatican and liberation theology.
The final section of the historiography is that handful of books 
which deal with implications of the Council and papal reactions to 
liberation theology. Joseph Gremilllon's anthology The Church and 
Culture S ince  Vatican II. one of the only attempts at treating 
outgrowths of the Council, fails to discuss liberation theology as an 
output of Vatican II, although the collection does address important 
events such as the Medellin and Puebla conferences of Latin 
American bishops.® Other discussions of the postconciliar Vatican- 
liberation theology relationship are generally confined to Puebla, 
where American sources generally argue that John Paul II "detested" 
liberation theologians, an inappropriately confrontational 
construction of events. All topical historiography, then, is 
drastically limited, whether in its biased perspective, lack of 
analysis, or failure to touch on the substance of the Vatican II- 
liberation theology relationship.
Basis for the Council
I .
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To understand that the Second Vatican Council fostered 
political progressivism within the church, we must briefly examine 
what contemporary challenges inspired the council, and how the 
factors that led to the council conditioned the urgent tone and 
worldly topics of its discussion and documents. The Roman Catholic 
Church, at Pope John XXI Il's behest, initiated the Second Vatican 
Council as a response to the challenges of modern times. The 
multifaceted challenge of modernity, consisting of modern war, 
increasing irreligiousness, and stirrings of third world cultural 
autonomy amid decolonization, is an oft-cited cause of Vatican I!. 
Typical Is Karl Otman von Aretin's assertion that the realization 
"that the church was bound to be the loser in the fight against 
modernism' made a council that would reconcile the church with 
modernity vitally necessary.11 One face of the challenge of 
modernity that especially concerned the church fathers in the late 
1950's was the advent of total war and the potential for nuclear 
holocaust. The annihilation that modern war had come to embody 
created a moral imperative; war, and ideologies of expansion which 
could create its preconditions, were not social ills, but outright 
evils to be vigorously denounced. Further, the church had a need to 
polish its image in the eyes of both Catholics and non-Catholics, 
who remembered too well the papacy's conspicuous aloofness from 
worldly affairs during the Second World War, leaving it open to 
charges of indifference to Ideologies of hate and genocide. Von
7Aretin agrees whan he notes that "in the long list of condemnations 
which the popes of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have 
issued, none are expicitiy concerned with fascism and racialism". 12 
By taking an overdue stand against ideologies of hate and the horror 
of modern war, the church could address the challenge of modernity, 
silence critics who called it too aloof from worldly affairs, and 
reestablish perceptions of the church's vitality in modern society.
The need to establish the relevance of the church in the 
contemporary world was underlined by another facet of the 
challenge of modernity: the decline in m ass religiosity with the 
advent of our century's civilization, which is increasingly secular 
and humanistic. Without precisely naming a cause, one 
concommitant of modernity is a precipitous decline in religious 
devotion. Conservative church historian Michael Davies comments:
"It is certainly no exaggeration to claim that the present trend in 
the West is toward universal apostasy. "13 Though Davies' rhetoric 
may exaggerate, the modern era does give the church great concern 
in the form of straying or fallen-off devotees who have lost interest 
in the faith and its arcane rituals.
Modernity, however, challenged the church not only in the 
growing sophistication of warfare and the decline in Western 
religiosity. The 20th century also issued a cultural challenge: as 
third world peoples grew nationalistic and aggressively asserted the 
autonomy and diversity of local culture, the church would have to 
change to maintain its importance in less developed countries. It 
was this challenge that led Henri Daniel-Rops to note before the 
Council that "problems involved in the attainment of independence by
the Afro-Asiatic peoples claim the church's most serious 
attention".1 *
If war, lack of religiosity in secularized modern culture, and 
expressions of growing cultural diversity formed the challenge of 
modernity to the church, what institutions and forces within the 
church stood ready to meet this challenge? One institution within 
the church that offered hope for action was the council--an 
assemblage of bishops and other clerical officials along with the 
Roman curia (and the Pope, in the case of the First Vatican Council). 
Councils had been called twenty one times since the time of Christ 
to deal with doctrinal challenge and the evolving needs of the 
church, the most recent being the First Vatican Council of 1869-70. 
in assessing the council as an engine for reform, theologlst Rene 
Laurentln argues that past councils had as their purposes: "to 
condemn heresies..to launch great undertakings (such as the 
Crusades)".15 This description, and Laurentin's subsequent analysis, 
suggest a pessimism about the viability of the council as a reform 
vehicle, implying that Councils are best equipped to deal with 
enemies of the church. Catholic theologian Hans Kung echoes this 
critical attitude in his Council in Action, disparaging a number of 
past councils. He dismisses the Fifth Council of the Lateran as "a 
council shipwrecked through human incapacity", rejecting the 
Council of Trent as aspiring "not (to) reunion but defence, 
condemnation, and expulsion", and finally asserting that: "The First 
Vatican Council (did not) bring any change in this".1® Nonetheless, 
even in their objections, Laurentin and Kung illustrate a vital truth. 
For both churchmen, councils have a lineage of responding to the
9tone of the times, and thereby serving as an organ of the-church-in- 
the-world. Councils, as this organ, can be viable vehicles for 
progressive change, and merely require a reformist leadership and 
focus to give them a less conservative and reactionary cast.
This latent capacity of the council was evoked by Pope John 
XXIII, universally acknowledged as a progessive pope, concerned with 
worldly issues and the church's role in them, a stark contrast to his 
immediate predecessors' emphasis on aloofness from the secular 
world and the primacy, separateness, and purity of the spiritual 
world. Before his accession, John was widely known as a 
progressive, having shown some sympathy as Papal nuncio for the 
cause of the French worker-priests in the late 1940's and early '50's 
as they struggled for official sanction of their activities. This 
sympathy is all the more striking because his predecessor, Pius XII, 
never granted any official approval to their efforts to build church 
solidarity with workers. 1 ? In fact, John's progressivism is such a 
given that papal historian J. Derek Holmes describes him thus on the 
occasion of his accession: "He happily accepted the modem world 
and gave his support to contemporary notions of social justice and 
the unity of mankind, on colonialism and the exploitation of the third 
world". 18 With a motivating spirit in the papacy, the Council was 
called. John XXIII issued his surprising call for this rare church 
event in January 1959, a mere 100 days into his papacy.1*) The 
Council, which could debate any issue the Pope allowed it to, would 
convene as the church's first in ninety-two years. The process of 
grappling with modernity had begun.
The Progressive Council and its Teachings
With the groundwork for the great council in place, it 
assembled in Rome on October 11, 1962; an aggregation of almost 
2,500 bishops, Vatican officials, dignitaries of other religions, and 
observers joined the Pope in St. Peter's Square for its opening.20 By 
the Council's close in December, 1965, it would create reformist 
documents that urged change in national and international 
structures The progressive overtones of this reformism came to 
provide the basis for liberation theology, but also for competing 
interpretations of the Council. A brief overview of conciliar 
organization and politics is in order, as it allows us to see the types 
of divisions within the church and illuminates the creative output of 
the Second Vatican Council. The overarching division within the 
council could be described as that between traditionalist and 
modernist forces. The traditionalists held a disproportionate 
amount of power because, as Rynne points out, their faction was 
supreme in the Roman curia (the seat of Vatican bureaucracy) and 
the power of the curia allowed them to fill the powerful preparatory 
commissions that would draft the documents to be discusssed at the 
Council.21 The strength of the modernists (or progressives) lay in 
numbers, a strength evident in the specificity of the documents 
issued by the Council. The conservatives were a largely Italian 
group defined by resistance to the notion of the Council, a reluctance 
to reform the liturgy and thereoy reduce Latin's primacy, and a 
desire to keep the church aloof from worldly affairs. The
progressives were proconclliar, liturgical reformists, and advocates 
of an activist church-in-the-world.
The progressives commanded a hefty base of support even in 
the West, as the decline in Western religiosity noted by Davies made 
many prelates desirous of reaching out to the increasingly 
secularized m asses through liturgical reform. In the third world 
(most especially Asia and Latin America)the progressive prelates 
predominated, as their mission often led them to intimately 
experience the economic and political oppression endemic to their 
various regions. Indeed, the council's membership at times read like 
an honor roll of social activism, with bishops who had pursued basic 
civil rights, rights of political expression, and rights of 
unionization.22 The number of church officials from less developed 
countries was so great that Rynne referred to them as "the vast 
throngs of...prelates".23
Tne geographic distribution depicted above reflected another 
division-that between first and third world bishops. The lines of 
cleavage in this division bear some similarity, in that almost all 
tradionali8ts were first-worlders and almost all thlrd-worlders 
were progressives.24 But while a first-world progressive might 
favor liturgical reform and reaching out more in worldly works (for 
example, having local churches and priests more actively participate 
in community projects), he would very likely disavow an outright 
condemnation of capitalism or of international power structures 
that supported the power of his home state. Third world 
progressives, by contrast, had a jargon all to themselves, including 
condemnations of all oppressive international structures, military
might of the developed powers, colonialism, cultural imperialism, 
uneven distribution of the world's wealth, and the international 
banking system.
A final division in the council is one less explicitly clear in 
examining Rynne or any first-hand account of the Council's 
proceedings. This last division separates coliegiaiists (those who 
favored input to the Pope from prelates beyond the curia) and papal 
supremacists, who theoretically favored the absolute supremacy of 
papal judgement, which in practice amounted to making the curia the 
only functional advisory entity to the Pope. The papal supremacists, 
however, were placed in an extremely awkward position by the 
convocation of the Council, itself an inherently collegial event. The 
Pope underscored this collegial cast with his opening address of 
October 11, 1962, in which he empowered the Council with the task 
of carrying modern formulations of immutable Catholic principles to 
the increasingly irreligious masses. John instructed that: "the
world expects a step forward toward doctrinal penetration and the 
formation of consciences...in conformity with authentic 
doctrine...(and) studied and expounded according to the methods of 
research and literary forms of modern thought".25 with this pointed 
reference toward modern forms of inquiry, John made clear the 
modernist heritage of the Council, and made clear that he had 
convened this assembly of prelates to aid the church in a "doctrin I" 
task.26 This constituted a clear investiture of authority in the 
group of prelates outside the curia, but if there was any doubt that 
the Pope sought diverse inputs, he dispelled those doubts by rebuking 
"doomsayers" among his advisors, who found the modern world filled
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with 'prevarication and ruin".27 Pope John's Council was empowered 
to create modernist formulations of gospel for the purpose of 
mingling the church with the world.
It is important to note that while the Pope gave rise> to 
collegialist hopes by this frank encouragement, the Council still 
derived its existence from the Pope, and its mandate could only be 
carried forth with Papal encouragement. In a sense, then, John's 
rebuke to the curialists meant that in his council he was 
encouraging free discussion of what philosophical positions the 
church should take, in a sort of pro tempore delegation of authority; 
yet this position was not inconsistent with papal supremacism, for 
the Pope did not formally cede any authority. Regardless of papal 
intent, the heady confidence collegialists accumulated at the Second 
Vatican Council presaged the ultimate conflict in the late 1960's 
and 1970's between the papacy and liberation theologians, who 
appropriated theological authority without explicit papal grant or 
implicit papal encouragement.
Close attention to the Vatican II documents reveals the extent 
of the progressive victory in conciliar proceedings, and the extent to 
which the collegial forces carried the day. This progressivism and 
theological ferment is the very origin of the renegade liberation 
theology, and thus serves as the first harbinger of the incipient 
a’ican-liberation theology tension. Our analysis of the 
) shadowing of liberation theology in Vatican II documents will be 
ipartitt First onb rr ' examine the Council's advocacy of a 
worldly cl ir< h, which can b>* enoaged in political and social 
ctivism; the aoond touchstone will be Vatican II passages which
14
facilitated subsequent left-leaning theology; and examined third 
will be Vatican II doctrine which evinced respect for local culture, 
local religious practice, and theological deviation.
Turning first to advocacy of general political activism reveals 
abundant Vatican II materials. The documents clearly assert the 
prerogative of clergy to be active in secular affairs and influence 
the secular world. Section 43 of Gaudlum  s i  Sp e s  statos: 'Secular 
duties and activities belong properly although not exclusively to 
laymen.*26 But the Council was not merely asserting that clergy can 
vote, or any other such irrelevant distinction. In fact, the Council is 
asserting that the life of the church and secular/political life are 
fused when it elaborates: *let there be no false opposition between 
profesional and social activities on one part, and religious life on 
the other".29 This step plainly facilitates a fusion between 
preaching and political philosophizing.
The perception that the church was legitimizing political and 
social activism even within its own ranks was further elaborated in 
Gaudlum et S p e s ’ section 29, which enumerates types of 
discrimination that church doctrine unconditionally will not 
tolerate: "(those) based on sex, race, color, social condition, 
language, or religion".39 The Council at times catalogues policy 
positions it finds acceptable or unacceptable, at one point even 
pausing to criticize those who "[disregard] laws establishing speed 
limits".®1 While I do not suggest that the Second Vatican Council 
was a public policy forum, these characteristic condemnations of 
political ills by the Council serve to legitimize political activism 
from within the ranks by suggesting that such policies are within
15
the purvey of church scrutiny and doctrine. The implicit 
encouragement to mix theology and politics was to prove fruitful for 
liberation theologians and troublesome for Paul VI and John Paul II 
as they fought the blend.
The documents of Vatican II go further at times and suggest 
not merely the legitimacy of political activity and political 
position-taking by members of the clergy, but actually suggest a 
progressive political philosophy. Gaudium et Spes condemns "merely 
individualistic morality", which is "drugged by laziness".32 This 
collectivist, anti-individualist line of argument is elaborated as the 
document refers to "the manifold demands of human partnership^, 
proclaiming the necessity of some communal social organization, 
and labels cooperation with the less privileged as one of "the 
unavoidable requirements of social life".34 This passage dearly 
implies approval of social models which emphasize collective 
responsibility and policy making; this emphasis would spur 
Christians for Socialism and liberation theologians in general in 
their advocacy of Marxist models during the 1970's.
In case there is doubt as to who is to be the object of 
cooperation, the same section explains: "human freedom is often 
crippled when a man falls into extreme poverty".35 This special 
concern for the poor present throughout the document was amplified 
by a call for the redistribution of wealth in section 66: "If the
demands of justice and equity (emphasis added) are to be satisfied, 
vigorous efforts must be made...to remove as quickly as possible the 
immense economic Inequalities which now exist."36
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This concern for the economic welfare of the lower classes 
transcends the Council's teaching on national systems and is also a 
part of its dicta regarding international economic systems. Section 
86 of Gaudium gjj Spe s unequivocally states: "As for the advanced 
nations, they have a very heavy obligation to help the developing 
peoples” in achieving economic development.3? The church deplores 
the current international economic order, stating that necessary 
progress cannot occur "unless the practices of the modern business 
world undergo a profound change".38 In this declaration, the Council 
anticipates neoMarxist economist Mahbub ul-Haq, who has since 
spearheaded the call for international redistribution under the 
rubric of the New International Economic Order. Most telling of all 
in conveying a progressive worldview is a passage from section 30 
of Gaudium  s i  S p o s  that one essential condition of the fullfillment 
of ”the obligations of justice and love” is contribution "to the 
common gcod, according to his own abilities and the needs of 
others".39 This striking passage, innocuously inserted in a 
prefatory clause, displays explicit recognition not only of the work 
of Marx, but also recognition of the moral worth of a classic Marxist 
precept. Marx probably never anticipated that "from each according 
to his ability, to each according to his need" would find a champion 
in the Vatican.
The conciliar documents did more to encourage philosophical 
openness within the church than merely sanction political activism 
and tacitly endorse a progressive worldview. The Council also 
showed great respect for the diversity of local cultures, containing 
their own religious rituals and their own particular notions of
17
religion. The Council started by recognizing the worth of local 
language as a token of its desire to open up the church to the various 
cultures, especially in Latin America and Asia. In the document 
Sacrosanctum  Concilium  (Constitution gn lbs. SaCLfld Uiuigy). 
section 36 provided for the "extension (of)...the limits 
of...employment" of indigenous language, drastically curtailing the 
use of Latin.^O Sacrosanctum  Concilium declares in section 37 that 
the church: "respects and fosters the spiritual adornments and gifts
of the various races and peoples".4-' This document not only had the 
effect of drastically curtailing the employment of Latin, but went 
further, declaring "allow(ance) for legitimate variations and 
adaptations to different groups".42 Gaudium et Sp e s makes this 
notion a declared part of church philosophy, arguing of the church 
that: "Her purpose has been to adapt the gospel to the grasp of all as 
well as to the needs of the learned, insofar as such was 
appropriate."43 The gospel can comingle with the creative output of 
the thinkers of the day, as: "the ideas and terminology of various 
peoples...and the wisdom of philosophers" are legitimate sources to 
draw upon in adapting the gospel44
In this mode of analysis, any political philosophy's terms and 
concepts could be legitimately used in the preaching and dicta of 
local prelates, if such ideas were intellectually central to his 
region's experience and reception of the gospel. Of course, in the 
Council's day Marxism was emerging from a time of ill-repute in 
official circles; the 1950's were filled with papal condemnations of 
communism. Thus, many could see any philosophical convergence of 
Marx with the gospel as being problematic. Vatican II, however,
18
encourages the theologically awkward, declaring: "(while) it is
sometimes difficult to harmonize culture with Christian 
teaching...(t)hese difficulties do not necessarily harm the life of 
faith. Indeed they can stimulate the mind to a more accurate and 
penetrating grasp of the faith. For recent studies of science, 
history, and philosophy raise new questions which influence life and 
demand new theological investigations".^ Close scrutiny of this 
text reveals several implications. First, doctrines superficially 
irreconcilable with Christianity are the proper subjects of Christian 
theological innovation, as it is Christianity's desire to harmonize 
with local culture and not Christianity's desire to subordinate local 
notions and pracices to a rigid orthodoxy. Second, theology is 
sometimes especially well informed when it challenges its own 
shibboleths. Third, modern modes of intellectual exploration 
("science, history, and philosophy") can direct the course of 
theological exploration, can even "demand" that their precepts at 
least be addressed.
The Second Vatican Council, then, was indeed a breath of 
progressivism. And intended or not, the basis for a potent 
theological movement drawing upon Marxist principles was created 
at the Council. The challenges of modernity had been addressed by 
the church fathers in their progressive documents, but as they were 
to learn in a few years, modernity would not come quietly, 
assimilating with church culture where desired, meekly 
strengthening the body politic of the Roman Catholic Church.
Instead, liberation theology, a fusion of traditional Catholicism and
19
hard-left polities, loomed unseen, an unanticipated hybrid that 
offered another, uniquely modern challenge to the Vatican.
20
The Road to Medellin: the Council Amplified
The period 1966-67 was pivotal in the fostering of third world 
theologies that drew on politics, for in this two year period 
following the Council, its teachings were confirmed and amplified 
by John's successor, Pope Paul VI. Paul soon proved as progressive 
as John in his initial amplifications of Vatican II themes. Soon 
after the council, Paul reinforced the attention to the world of 
Gaudium  a l by issuing his own paean to political reformism, 
Populorum Progressio. which self-consciously extended the themes of 
that Vatican II document.
The papal encyclical Populorum Proqressio. issued on March 
28, 1967, stands as the zenith of Vatican progressivism by several 
criteria. The first criterion is that the timing of Popu lorum  
Proareasio constituted a great intensification of the progressive 
tone of Vatican II. Gaudium a l S p a s  was a document without 
precedent, focusing as it did on special issues associated with the 
church's role in contemporary times. Because of its revolutionary 
nature, the Pope could be forgiven for failing to extend its bold line 
of argument; yet he strode confidently into this stream of 
discourse. Further, given the wide range of concerns that are 
traditionally the subject of papal encyclicals, ranging from abstract 
moral principles of right to issues of ritual and religious practice, a 
papal encyclical immediately after the Council was likely to do 
much to move ahead the teaching. After all, the papacy is not an 
institution renowned for its flexibility and rapid reaction to change.
III.
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Yet within 15 months of the Council's conclusion, Paul VI issued an 
encyclical which took as its subject the status of the developing 
world. In a Vatican time frame, this was a very short response time. 
Thus, the very timing of the encyclical's release constituted a bold 
reaffirmation of Vatican ll's spirit.
The enthusiasm for the themes of Gaudium el Spes. so clear in 
the rapid follow-up of Populorum Progressio. was not half so bold as 
Paul's highly explicit affirmation of the left-leaning dicta of 
Gaudium  et Sp e s  in his encyclical. The first extension of the third 
world progressive philosophy in Populorum Progressio  is the 
pronounced bias against liberal capitalism. Where "profit is the 
chief spur to economic progress, [and] free competition [is] the 
guiding norm of economics"***, Paul argued, "hardships, unjust 
practices, and fratricidal conflicts" ensue.*? This criticism 
continued, as John took on "oppressive political structures resulting 
from the abuse of ownership or the improper exercise of power"* 8 
and even ventured into political philosophy to declare that: "the 
right to private property is not absolute and unconditional".*9 All of 
these excerpts reveal a contempt for the values and practice of 
American-style democratic capitalism. Here Paul is affirming and 
even extending the criticisms of the capitalist order in Vatican II 
documents, though he is not explicitly advocating an alternative 
model.
Paul went further than condemning the profit motive, private 
ownership, and the capitalist system in general; he seemed to favor 
an amorphous political philosophy which featured egalitarian 
division of goods, respect for workers and the dignity of work, and
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other notions at least loosely associated with Marxism. Paul quoted 
Gaudlum  et S p a s * egalitarian call: "under the leadership of justice 
and in the company of charity, created goods should flow fairly to 
all," a distribution reminiscent of Marx.50 in one passage Paul rails 
agianst "the exploitation of the worker or unjust transactions," 
conjuring up Marxist images of the exploited proletarian and of an 
economic system which serves greed and avarice. 51 Paul recalls 
Marx also in his almost spiritual respect for the act of labor and for 
the fruits of that labor. Paul describes toil: "Bent over a material 
that resists his efforts, the worker leaves his imprint on it...", 
focusing on the creation inherent in the act of work, glorifying the 
effort.5 2 The general social philosophy implicit in Populorum  
Progresslo  brought the Vatican at least into the neighborhood of 
Marx, even If it was too general to amount to an affirmation of 
Marxist doctrine. When Paul condemned association formed "for 
reasons of self-interest rather than out of friendship" one can 
clearly read the implicit comparison of self-interest with the 
communal bonds of love; here Pau! sided with the traditional 
collective value and against that of democratic capitalism.53 Paul 
ended up in the same general philosophical terrain when he joins 
third world thinkers in a call for the drastic revision of the existing 
international economic order. The past injustices of colonial 
exploitation are the most often cited justification for such a 
revision. Paul squarely aligned himself with these reformist forces 
by condemning colonialism at the outset of his encyclical: "Certain
types of colonialism surely caused harm and paved the way for 
further troubles."54 immediately after this dirdain for colonial
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structures, Paul noted that: "Unless the existing machinery is 
modified, the disparity between rich and poor nations will increase 
rather than diminish; the rich nations are progressing with rapid 
strides while the poor nations move forward at a slow pace."55 The 
pontiff went on to argue that the international system of free trade 
and the failure of richer nations to put their economic surplus at the 
disposal of poorer nations are responsible for this huge gap.56 The 
Pope again stood definably in the political left, an oddity for Paul in 
light of the recent condemnations of communism that had issued 
forth from the papacy so frequently.
The Pope's seeming alignment with the oppressed was 
confirmed in section 31 of Populorum Progressio . wherein Paul 
equivocated on the justifiability of violent revolutions. He 
submitted that such uprisings "-except where there is manifest, 
longstanoing tyranny which would do great damage to fundamental 
personal rights and dangerous harm to the common good of the 
country-engender new injustices...".57 Paul truly opened a 
Pandora's box here, for he had done something no Pope had ever 
before done (conceded the posssible legitimacy of violent political 
upheaval) and in doing so clearly invited left-leaning theologists to 
back up this new papal dictum with scripture. If liberation theology 
was not augured in the Second Vatican Council itse'f, then it surely 
was in this particular papal extension of Gaudium et S p e s ' concern 
for political liberties and the agenda of the oppressed. The Pope 
further stoked the flames of this new, potentially militant 
interpretation of the gospel by suggesting that: "[cjontinuing avarice
on [the part of the first world] will arouse the judgement of God and
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the wrath of the poor, with consequences no one can foresee."58 
This passage identifies the wrath of the poor with the judgement of 
God, and certainly implies that they are of equa* importance by 
listing them as a compound. The passage unarguably presents the 
threat that if the exploiters do not desist, the poor wili rise up 
vengefully.
Elsewhere in Populorum Progressio Paul VI displays the 
special concern for the poor evident in Vatican II documents that 
was to become such a fixture of liberation theology. The poor are of 
the essence of humanity, argues Paul when he asserts that to 
become "truly human" one should acquire "a taste for the spirit of 
poverty", among other virtues.59 paul also points out the 
consistency of this special concern with traditional church teaching 
when he invokes St. Ambrose's words that: "(t)he earth belongs to 
everyone, not to the rich.*66 Paul VI, however, departs from 
tradition when he makes specific suggestions. "If certain landed 
estates impede the general prosperity," he argued, "...the common 
good sometimes demands their expropriation."6 1 This advocacy of 
land reform is specific; when Paul asserts that "makeshift agrarian 
reforms may fall short of thier goal," he is unmistakably calling for 
wide-scale, systemic reform that allows for a relatively equitable 
distribution of farmland.62
Lest Populorum Progressio  be viewed as an isolated flirtation 
with leftist politics, other documents of the period show Paul 
addressing similar themes. A general address of Paul on the first 
anniversary of the groundbreaking encyclical invokes the notion of 
social classes and the reformist yearning for an egalitarian social
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order. He states that: "social justice...promotes the advance nent of 
the classes which make up a society toward a more eqult 
distribution of wealth".63 Paul also extends this critique the 
level of relations between one nation and another", underli tg ms 
contempt for a distribution of wealth in which the first world forms 
the monied class.64 To resolve ambiguity, Paul describes his 
criticisms as being directed toward "those economic systems which, 
in themselves, do not tend to create equitable conditions among men, 
favoring some and obliging others to suffer in a perpetual condition 
of inferiority."65 By repeatedly referring to class conflict, the 
international economic order, and the need for social justice, Paul 
reinforced the message of Populorum Progressio. and tacitly 
endorsed an increasingly political tone in theology and role for the 
church,
The Pope's specific address of issues clearly presages the 
particular concerns of liberation theology. The preferential concern 
for the poor is one strain that recurs in later liberation writings.
The recognition of revolution as an option is a precursor to the 
controversial image of Christ as revolutionary. The resounding 
condemnation of capitalism, coupled with a vision of imminent 
conflict based on wide disparities of wealth within national and 
international systems, invites left-leaning theology. Populorum  
P rogre ss ion  invitation seems all the more clear in light of the 
encyclical's failure to condemn any other ideology aside from liberal 
capitalism. Populorum Progressio . thus, stands as an oddity-a 
quasi-Marxist encyclical which gives the papacy an uncharacteristic 
degree of political concretion. As such, the encyclical constitutes
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an overextension of Vatican II progressivism. The Pope, 
nonetheless, did not yet sense this overextension, for liberation 
theology had not yet emerged. Once it did, and dialogue with this 
movement began, Paul retreated to a less concrete posture, 
confirming the peculiarity of his specific encyclical. The Pope 
revealed his urgent desire to transmit the teachings of the Council, 
so apparent in the encyclical, by convening a general conference of 
Latin American bishops in Medellin, Colombia. Medellin reflected 
papal fervor for progressivism, but was to become a launching pad 
for a theology out of Paul's control, drawing on his Council and his 
encyclical's extension of it, but going uncomfortably far in exploring 
concrete political solutions to third world problems. As the 
revolutionary year 1968 approached, so did the advent of liberation 
theology.
Medellin: the Council Received
IV.
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1968 brought with it the beginning of the end of the Pope's 
striking use of leftist rhetoric. The reason is that the Second 
Vatican Council and Paul's subsequent transmissions of its spirit 
were giving rise to a new, progressive wind in Latin American 
theology. The clear link between the Council and the Latin American 
Bishops' Conference at Medellin in March 1968 identifies the new 
Latin American thinking as a lineal descendant of Vatican II. At 
Medellin, Latin American prelates pursue this spirit only to find the 
Pope moderating; the dialogue fractures as the Pope cannot go as 
far as his Latin American clergy and in fact retreats from politicism 
and from his boldest pronouncements. In this schism, the conflict 
that was to characterize the Vatican-liberation theology 
relationship was clearly foretold.
Latin American theological documents from the period 
preceding Medellin show a radicalization of regional prelates beyond 
the measured reformism which their faction had eagerly endorsed at 
the Council. A "Letter to the Peoples of the Third World" issued by 
several Latin American bishops in August 1967, just after 
Populorum Progressio in effect saw Paul VI and raised him one.66 
Describing themselves as "joining] with the plea that Popa Paul VI 
issued in his encyclical Populorum Progressio ". the bishops railed 
against the established international economic order.67 But where 
Paul's Marxism was at best implicit, the bishops went one better, 
writing: "(t]he peoples of the Third World are the proletariat of
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humanity today", explicitly assuming the traditional Leninist 
position on colonialism.68
The adventurism of the twenty bishops who signed the letter, 
however, did not end with the use of Marxist terminology. More 
striking is their enthusiatic affirmation of Paul's equivocating 
acceptance of revolution in Populorum Propressio. Paul, of course, 
had rejected revolutions as unjust, except in extreme 
circumstances, which was nonetheless a great departure from 
Vatican tradition. With the door to theological acceptance of violent 
revolution thus ajar, the bishops attempted to kick it wide open in 
their letter, which firmly embraced the revolutionary impulse. They 
first justify revolution as being built into the status quo, arguing: 
”(a)ll the powers that are now established in the world were born in 
an era of revolution that dates back to the near or distant past.”66
The bishops even go so far as to excuse revolutions that are 
fused with atheistic forces (implicitly Marxism-Leninism, a 
revolutionary and atheistic modern ideology). The bishops concede 
P j I's point that revolutions can "do more harm than good", yet find 
revolutions "necessary" noting that they "produced good effects 
[even] after flirtation with antireligious sentiments".76 Amazingly, 
the bishops point to Paul as their guide in this issue by asserting 
that he: "has already cleared the road for us through his encyclical 
Populorum Propreaalo"71 Paul, however, was unaware that he had 
created this particular theological innovation, as the bishops were 
soon to learn.
In light of the Pope's new indulgence of the notion of 
revolution, the bishops attempted to link the very idea of revolt to
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gospel and religious practice, in attempt to further legitimize such 
upheaval. The bishops declared that: "the Church knows that the 
gospel calls for the first and most radical revolution: 
conversion".72 While this may seem like mere semanticizing, the 
bishops were attempting what so many liberation theologians would 
follow them in-depiction of the gospel and traditional Catholic 
practice as "radical" or "revolutionary". The bishops left no doubt 
that they were trying to insinuate their politics into the body of 
traditional practice when they later added: "[conversion] has a 
communitarian aspect that is fraught with consequences for society 
as a whole."73 Conversion, of course, has little to do with the 
mission of the church in overwhelmingly Catholic Latin America; 
communitarianism had much to do, however, with the particular 
agenda of the Latin American prelates.
The high degree of commitment to communitarian ideals on the 
part of the bishops was evident in their characterizations of the 
church's situation and their ideas for its future. Paul, they rejoiced, 
"(had) rescued (the church) from the clutches of monetary 
imperialism-one of the forces to which she seemed bound for some 
time in the past."74
Yet their praise was mixed with a call for Paul to go much 
further, demonstrating their radicalism within the theological 
context of their time, and suggesting the schism about to occur. The 
open letter states that rejecting the evil system of monetary 
imperialism is only half the task, arguing, "the Church must not only 
denounce injustico but also break with the evil system. She must be 
prepared to work with another system that is juster and more suited
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to the needs of the day."?5 The bishops' argument is that the highly 
specific critique of capitalism dies stillborn if the church does not 
advocate a competing system. The bishops revealed their systemic 
preference by speculating on which ideologies would prevail in 
world history. They noted that the papacy was associated with 
"royalism or feudalism in the past" and that it would likely be 
associated with "some form of socialism in the future".76 Though 
this statement came in a context whcih argued against 
oversimplifying papal dependence on the ideology of the day, it still 
illustrates in which direction the bishops saw world history heading 
and with which forces they thought the papacy would have to reckon.
Here was the essential thrust of their challenge: all their 
citations of Vatican II and Populorum Prooresslo aside, the bishops 
were content remain to the left of Pope Paul even as he moved 
toward them in accommodation of Vatican II, and they were 
challenging the church to embrace a "juster" system. This was 
plainly a risky strategy in light of the already bold extension of 
papal interest into the arena of social justice. The Pope had thus far 
engaged in an implicit advocacy of leftist positions, a sort of 
piecemeal socialism, lauding agrarian reform, an abundant and 
egalitarian economic order, and workers' rights. The bishops, 
however, wanted more, putting to the test the Vatican's traditional 
reluctance to advocate any particular political philosophy. The 
challenge was even riskier since consensus on each of these 
individual components would be much easier for the Pope to muster 
(presumably in the name of human rights), while no worldwide 
Catholic consensus could support the particularist advocacy of any
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coherent political philosophy, especially one so controversial as 
socialism .
The bishops' rhetoric was manifestly extreme in light of the 
papal flexibility of the last three years; yet documents bear out an 
even higher degree of frustration and extremism Among the rank and 
file clergy. Nine hundred Latin American priests signed a document 
following the 1968 International Eucharistic Congress in Bogota, 
immediately preceding Medellin, which epitomized this frustration. 
Entitled "A Continent of Violence", the priests' open letter 
catalogued Latin America's; "violence of hunger, helplessness, and 
underdevelopment...of persecution, oppression, and neglect...of illegal 
but flourishing slavery..of social, economic, and intellectual 
discrim ination."77 Centuries of exploitation and abuse justified 
revolution because mistreatment was: "not the inevitable
consequence of technically unsolvable problems, but the unjust 
result of a situation that is maintained deliberately."7® Quoting 
Populorum Propreaalo three times in four pages (including the Pope's 
celebrated "exception" justifying violence), the priests asserted the 
moral distinction between the unjust violence of oppression and the 
just violence of the oppressed, hoping to "have contributed 
something to the work" of Medellin.79 What they had contributed 
was an omen of the division with the Vatican that their superiors 
(the bishops) would have a hard time disguising at Medellin.
In their brief work, the priests use the word "liberation" three 
t i m e s . A l r e a d y ,  a crude fusion between Vatican M's nebulous 
commitment to "social justice" and the Latin American desire for 
concrete political action was evident. The priests, who had
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demonstrated their familiarity with the new doctrines of social 
justice through their citations, repeated the bishops' call for 
political action by the church, writing: "The Church herself
constitutes a power group. To her discredit, she has often remained 
silent in the face of abuses perpetrated by the civil and military 
a u t h o r i t i e s . A s  Medellin approached, Latin American clerics saw  
an increasingly political role for their church, an activist posture 
that was becoming (for the papacy) uncomfortably militant and 
specific.
The chasm between theology and aspirations within the Latin 
American church on one hand and increasing papal moderation on the 
other is the greatest significance of Medellin. While the bishops' 
Medellin documents reflect a guileless reception of Vatican II and 
Populorum Prooreaalo. papal rhetoric at Medellin and surrounding his 
trip to the bishops' conference show an subtle division. Examining 
the contrasting rhetoric of the two parties on a variety of issues 
highlights the incipient schism. This ideological gap is also implied 
where the bishops submit to papal orthodoxy in official Medellin 
documents after having openly championed theologically 
controversial leftist positions during the previous year.
To set up the contrast, one must first see the bishops' 
documents as responsive to Vatican II and its papal amplification. 
The first and most obvious v»ay to place Medellin in the descent of 
the Second Vatican Council is by number of citations. The conciliar 
documents are cited 216 times in the Medellin conclusions. 
Populorum Prog rest io. which served as a sort of papal appendix or 
emphasis to the Council, is cited 174 times.82 No other encyclical
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or set of church documents receives a significant number of 
citations.
Turning to the documents of Medellin, one finds a 
straightforward reception of Vatican II themes withort any great 
alteration. Two of the final Medellin documents spoke to the issue 
of fidelity to local custom and the adaptation of church practice to 
suit its constituent worshippers. Document six, "Pastoral Care of 
the Masses", states that contemporary changes in the region 
mandate: "a re-assessment of pastoral care and its adaptation to 
the cultural diversity and plurality of the Latin American people."8 3 
Fidelity to local conditions was to consist of customizing the 
liturgy with local language and ritual, even accepting "certain 
devotions so well-rooted among our people" (a veiled reference to 
indigenous practices antedating the Conquest) that their inclusion 
might bolster the legitimacy of Catholic liturgy.3 A Fidelity to the 
spirit of local religiosity is the one Vatican II theme which finds 
Paul in greatest harmony with his bishops. After all, the reception 
of the Council into Latin America was the rationale for convening 
the bishops at Medellin. Not only was Medellin a regional gathering, 
it was the only such gathering convened by the Pope, revealing his 
concern for the Latin American church. Addressing the bishops, Paul 
argued for the fusion of pastoral mission with the local Latin 
culture: "(a)s pastors, with a common responsibility, we wish to
unite ourselves with the life of all our peoples. ".85
Several other themes of Vatican II are emphasized heavily in 
the Medellin conclusions which subsequently found voice in 
liberation theology. For one, the theme of special concern for the
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poor is reiterated and strengths. ie> The document 'Poverty of the 
Church” affirms Vatican ll's special obligation to the poor, a 
recurrent theme of varying emphasis in Catholic social teaching, 
saying, ”We ought to sharpen the awareness of our duty of solidarity 
with the poor, to which charity leads us. This solidarity means that 
we make ours their problems and their struggles, that we know how 
to speak with them."® ®
But the obligation does not end with simple dialogue or 
interaction with the poor for the bishops of Medellin as it so often 
did in classical Catholic teaching. Instead, the Medellin fathers 
draw upon the worldly spirit of the Council which calls the church to 
assume some role in secular affairs. They continue in this vein:
"This [concern for the poor] has to be concretized in criticism of 
injustice and oppression, in the struggle against the intolerable 
situation which a poor person often has to tolerate, in the 
willingness to dialogue with the groups responsible for that 
situation in order to make them understand their obligations."® 7 
Medellin, then, stakes out a progressive position of social advocacy, 
but falls short of the call by many of the same bishops in the 
previous year for embracing a socialist model. The gap between 
their previous pronouncements and the accomodation to papal dicta 
at Medellin suggests the tension present in the issue of concern for 
the poor, even though basic consensus on the problem was present.
Yet there was even a tension between the bishops' Medellin 
accommodation on the issue of concern for the poor and the papal 
position. This tension was the result of Paul backpedalling away 
from the overtly political calls to redistribute lest the rich summon
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"the wrath of tha poor".88 The Popa at Madallln vaarad sharply back 
to tha papacy's traditionally apolitical sympathy for tha poor 
without such concrats calls for action. While conceding that tha 
underclass in Latin Amarlca has "sometimes bean harshly traatad 
and exploited”, Paul actually calls for them to abids tha opprassiva 
conditions.89 Addressing 300,000 farm workers near Bogota, tha 
Popa amphasized tha rewards in the afterlife for the abiding poor, 
saying "that your condition as humble folk is more propitious for tha 
kingdom of heaven", and lauding "the beatitude of poverty”.90 The 
Popa'r call to tav.ction reflects the traditional Catholic social 
teaching on the poor, showing special moral deference to their plight 
but advocating little change. Hare tha Popa is already attempting to 
steer the legacy of tha Council, which has already become fodder for 
an activist concern for the poor, which is only one logical step from 
the advocacy of socialism.
Sensitivity to class struggle is another thematic hallmark of 
Gaudium  at Spaa, with its attention to tha rights and struggles of 
workers, and this theme too is extended at Medellin. The 
conference's conclusions warn against "extreme inequality among 
social classes", specifically the prevailing "marked bi-classism, 
where a few have much (culture, wealth, power, prestige) while the 
majority has very little."91 These problems “breed increasing 
frustrations" which the church must minister to in pursuit of
justice.9 2
Again, the papal contrast is noteworthy, disclosing Paul's 
intent to steer the C uncil's legacy away from full-blown social 
advocacy. While the bishops invoke the specter of class iggla as
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an axtansion of Vatican II progressivism, Paul advocates top-down 
solution of the ills plaguing the underclass, with the oppressors 
providing the solutions to inequality and abuses. On the eve of his 
trip, Paul began his emphasis on societal elites as the mechanism  
for resolving problems. Injustice, said the Pope, "invites 
economists and politicians to resolve the serious imbalance" which 
exists in third world systems.93 Once in Latin America, the Pope 
renewed this emphasis. To "men of the management class* the Pope 
spoke at Medellin, asking them for "generosity” and to "have a 
perception and boldness for the changes that are necessary for the 
world about you."9^ While this declaration may not be striking in 
the abstract, when coupled with the Pope's call for the poor to abide 
their condition, it becomes a traditionalist social manifesto, one 
which is not closed to the causes and policies of the left, but which 
is nonetheless closed to the classical leftist paradigm of a unified 
underclass struggling in unison to obtain economic justice. The 
vision of top-down solvency was to become pivotal as the papacy 
reconciled its benign approval of reformist ideals with an overtly 
apolitical gradualism.
The church's very role, a theme which received a progressive, 
worldly treatment in conciliar documents, is described and extended 
in the Medellin document "Justice", which emphatically affirms the 
prerogative of the church to intervene in secular affairs. This 
position, the cornerstone of any politicized gospel, is summed up:
"In the search for salvation we must avoid the dualism which 
separates temporal tasks from the work of sanctification".95 Thus, 
spirituality becomes a vehicle for political betterment: "our love
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for Christ snd brsthrsn will not only bo tho groat fo'co llborating us 
from Injustice and oppression, but also tho inspiration for social 
justice".®®
Tho Pope again tried to turn tho Council’s  legacy from tho path 
toward political concretion by warning of the dnngors of 
secularizing Christianity. Paul apparently concluded that Gaudlum  
a l S B l i ’ finding that theology could address temporal concerns and 
that priests could be secular actors could Itself be taken as an 
endorsement of priests using the gospel for overtly political 
purposes. Rejecting this implicit drift toward the blurring of the 
two worlds, Paul spoke: "Some people want to ’secularize’ 
Christianity, to overlook its essential reference to religious truth. 
They would pass over its teaching about supernatural communion 
with the ineffable and overflowing love of God for man."97 Paul, 
thus, argued that clerics could participate in secular affairs, and 
that preaching must be Informed by worldly concerns (all very much 
in the spirit of Gaudlum  g i  S p a s ), but that these truths could not 
make the gospel the engine for a secular ideology. In essence, the 
two worlds oould interact, but could not enmesh.
Medellin did fall to presage the Latin American end of the 
Vatican-llberation theology conflict in one respect: in rejecting the
justification for violent revolution. While left-leaning Catholic 
thinkers were already justifying violent upheaval as a morally 
legitimate response to oppression, Medellin virtually repudiated 
revolution. While cautiously reciting the Pope's equivocation on the 
justifiability of revolution, the Medellin document rejects violence 
In light of "the difficulty of building a  regime of justice and freedom
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whil« participating in a process of violence* preferring instead *the 
peaceful energy of constiuctive works.*98 Many of the Medellin 
participants, however, had signed the "Letter to the Peoples of the 
Third World” which embraoed the moral rectitude of revolt, and were 
repressing their professed philosophy on this theologically tricky 
subject. The reason for their caution was Paul's dacisive rhetoric, 
which closed the so-called 'loophole* for violence which he had so  
inadvisedly opened. In his Bogota m ass for the campesinos, Paul 
made his new, unambiguous dictum clear: "Allow Us, finally, to 
exhort you not to place you confidence in violence and revolution.”89  
Through these and other pronouncements at Medellin, the Pope left 
no doubt that he unequivocally opposed violent revolution,social 
upheaval, and secular ideology which advocated the same.
By Medellin, then, the conflict-in-evolution had emerged. The 
papacy, not wishing to push the church too far in any one ideological 
direction, had executed a heavy-handed lurch away from 
particularism and overt sympathy for an altogether leftist agenda, 
though the demands of justice could entail consensually acceptable 
demands of fundamental human rights. At Medellin the bishops 
reoeivod the djctrtne of the Council (which many of them had some 
part in as delegates) into their land, yet their real sympathies were 
drifting away from orthodoxy and into the dangerous waters of 
particularism in the form of a leftist agenda. Medellin's pasting 
over of Latin Amreican preferences for a politically active church, 
an aggressively anticapitalist reformism, and at least a grudging 
acceptance of the moral right of the oppressed to revolt, produced a 
superficial vision of consensus between the Pope and his bishops.
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Yet sueh consensus was only superfldaNy possible because Medellin 
w m  a  relatively elite church gathering, with prestigious bishops 
commanding the greatest roles. Such bishops wars far outnumbered 
by lesser prelates and priests, who had their ears far closer to the 
ground. The chasm would become overt once the intellectual 
ferment within the church found written expression. The first, and 
most important oraok would come from an unlikely source-an  
obsoure Peruvian priest named GuRerrez.
Pop* Paul and tha Paruvian Priaat
V.
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Tha apirit of progressivism catalyzed by th* Saeond Vatican 
Council and transmitted to Latin Amarioa by tha Madallin confaranoa 
burst forth in 1971 with th* publication of Gustavo Gutierrez’ &  
Theology of Liberation. Animated by th* progressiva legacy, 
Gutierrez' work grow out of tha leftist ferment within tha 
grassroots of th* Latin American church epitomized by tha open 
latter "A Continent of Violence”. Guiterrez' book marked th* formal 
inception of liberation theology, a movement nascent at Medellin but 
still searching for coherence and an articulate theological advocate. 
Gutierrez fused th* heretofore crudely expressed reformist impulse 
with an elaborate grounding in scripture. For this reason, leftist 
church historian Atilio Depertuis calls Gutierrez' Theology of 
Liberation ”a milestone that marked the 'before* and ’after* in Latin 
American theology ”100 Because, as Depertuis asserts, ”aft*r 1971 
all liberation theology in Latin America is written with Gutierrez' 
book as th* main reference point”, the book deserves special 
scrutiny.101 its publication was a pivotal moment, articulating the 
progre ss* concerns energized in the late 1960's, anchoring th* 
concrete reforms so  dear to leftist theologians, and in doing so  
attempting to harness th* legacy of Vatican II even as Paul pulled it 
in another direction. Gutierrez' assertively reformist and leftist 
theology also constituted a radicalization of Latin American gospel, 
for it lent legitmaoy to leftist rhetoric and solutions. In its wake, 
th* papacy oould only be seen as having greater fidelity to th* more
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cautious Vatican II document* which had nonetheless helped spawn 
Gutierrez' movement.
Turning to the substance of Gutierrez' Theology. Its 
antecedents in preceding church teaching arc dear. Gutierrez opens 
his chapter on poverty by noting: "For some years now ws have seen 
In the church a recovery of a more authentic and radical witness of 
poverty."102 Gutierrez even notes: "Those who showed this 
concern-wlth John X X III at the head-knocked Insistently at the 
doors of Vatican ||.*103 Gutierrez thus notes the consensus within 
the church on the moral undesirability of poverty, and the growing 
consensus that problems of poverty must be noted, citing John XXIII, 
who had convened the Coundl, as a prim* mover.
Gutierrez flatly asserts that mere witness to poverty is not 
sufficient, that the Coundl did not go far enough: "(b]ut it is not 
simply a matter of denouncing poverty. The Bible speaks of positive 
and concrete measures to prevent poverty from becoming 
established among the People of God." Clearly, Gutierrez is 
animated by the sam e concern for the poor which animated the 
Council fathers, but his resultant attitude about the problem differs, 
as his Is an activist, political mindset. With copious Biblical 
citations, Gutierrez was trying to hoist Vatican II on its own petard, 
combining concern for the poor with a sense of the church's worldly 
m ission.
Gutierrez goes further, attacking Paul's argument that the poor 
should abide their condition. Gutierrez catalogues almost every 
Biblioal pa ssage which refers to poverty a s  a degradation. Gutierrez 
argues: "In the first plaoe, If material povarty is something to be
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rejected, m  the Bible vigorously insists, thsn s  w itnsss of povsrty 
cannot make of it a Christian ideal.*1 in the place of the false 
ideal of poverty, Gutierrez offers communitarian values as a 
substitute, offering no less an authority than Luke: *Luke presents 
the community of goods in the early Church as an ideal. 'All whose 
faith had drawn them together held everything in common (Acts 
2:44); 'not a man of them claimed any of his possessions as his own, 
but everything is held in common.'"108 Cloaked in innocuously 
simple logic is a call for the abandonment of traditional Catholic 
social teaching on poverty in favor of a socialist Catholic 
worldview, a call made possible by the emboldeningly progressive 
and theologically experimental output of the Council.
Aside from the special concern for the poor, which animated 
Gutierrez' theology and the thinxing of so  many later liberation 
theologians, another central theme was the image of Christ, 
revolutionary. Gutierrez' chapter "Eschatology and Politics" 
contained a section entitled "Jesus and the Political World". This 
subject area also has antecedents in Vatican II documents, wherein 
the Council fathers held forth on political issues as specific as 
discrimination and distribution of wealth. To see the connection it 
is not necessary to establish an absolute concord between Gutierrez 
and the conciliar documents. The similarity is that before Vatican 
II, political philosophies and public policy were not the purvey of 
theologians; after the Council, politically minded priests had a 
shining example to draw upon. Thus, Vatican II was not only a burst 
of proressiveiy influenced theology, it was also a nondireetional
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•pur to all, Inducting thoto far to tha loft of tha Council's 
progressiva manistraam.
Tha revolutionary imago of Jesus in Qutiarraz underlines tha 
nondireotionality to tha creative spur of Vatican II, for tha image 
had no dear antecedent in the Coundl. Qutiarraz starts his 
argument by attacking orthodox Catholic thedogy for the travesty 
that "the life of Jesus is placed outside outside history".107  
Gutierrez attention to Jesus' life in historical events of his time 
generates several criteria by which Jesus is revolutionary. First, 
Jesus (like an orthodox Marxist) sees the triumph of his ideals as a 
triumph over nationalism. ”(T)he universality of his mission did not 
conform with the somewhat narrow nationalism of the Zealots", 
Gutierrez pdnts out.106 Second, Jesus was antilegd'stic: "In this 
he was even more revolutionary than the Zealots, who were fierce 
defenders of literal obedience to the Law; Jesus taught an attitude 
of spiritual freedom toward it." Third, Jesus repeatedly "confronted 
the groups In powsr”, whether the Pharisees or the Roman 
overlords.1
This image of Christ, the revolutionary, would prove 
irreconcilable with any orthodox Catholic social teaching and draw 
rhetorical fire from the Vatican on the grounds that it senselessly 
politicized the gospel, it would also prove one of the most pervasive 
and enduring images in liberation theology. Father Leonardo Boff 
provides a typical exposition of Gutierrez' argument: "Jesus 
identified himself with the oppressed, shoidered their burden, and 
liberated them for a new kind of solidarity and fellowship."110 Boff 
even offers the almost humorous rhetorical flourish "the explosion
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of the resurrection" in an unabashad attempt to infusa Jasus' Ufa 
with tha spirit of violant upheaval.1 1 1
Tha notion of a ravolutionary Christ sarvas as an idaal basis to 
advocats tha fusion of tamporai and raiigious concarns. Qutiarraz' 
straightforward advocacy of this argument proves that Paul V i's 
instincts wars right whan tha Popa emphasized tha separateness of 
tha two worlds at Msdellin, sensing arguments for their fusion 
developing within tha church’s Latin left. Gutierrez tries to meat 
tha Pope's objection to tha desire for a more secular role within tha 
Latin church by pleading special circumstances in tha region: 
"Moreover, the universal existence of a secularized world and tha 
privatization of tha * ith seem to have been taken for granted by 
political theology without further critical examination.
Nevertheless, in places like Latin America, things are different."1 12 
The high percentage of Roman Catholics in Latin America gives the 
church an unusually high involovernent in public life and discourse, 
Gutierrez argues, creating the result that the "established order" 
depends for legitimacy upon the state.113
Here, Gutierrez commits a should/would fallacy in his 
argument, as if the high degree of civic power implicit in the m ass 
following of the church somehow demands that it should be used. 
While this politicization of the church does have roots in the 
worldly, political tone of G aud ium  at S p a s, papal criticism of this 
extension of Vatican II was predictable and imminent. Thus, while 
Gutierrez can say that "to preach the universal love of the Father is 
inevitably to go  against all injustice, privilege, oppression, or 
narrow nationalism", this imperative follows from a fusion of
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religious and temporal elements which he has demonstrated is 
practical, yet has not demonstrated is morally desirable.11*  The 
Pope's position at Medellin held the same general aims (of reducing 
injustice) as morally exalted, but left the church to articulate a 
moral framework in which constituent Catholics could make the 
politically concretized policy judgements which Gutierrez implies 
are merely the function of a correct understanding of scripture. The 
irony here Is that the Pope seems to be clamping down on 
philosophical diversity and experimentation, while in reality, 
Gutierrez is converting the gospel into a talismanic, self- 
implementing social philosophy which leaves little to the creative 
faculties of rank-and-file Catholics.
Another theme which is treated extensively in Vatican II and 
Medellin is from which economic class solutions of social ills 
comes, in this thematic area, Gutierrez again stakes out a position 
which the Pope would later oppose. Vatican II was understandably 
vague as a document borne of an assembly's consensus, but still 
found the ability to deride individualism, to talk of the "demands of 
human partnership" and to demand cooperation with the 
underprivileged.115 After Populorum Prooresslo. Paul backed off 
from these arguments, sensing a leftist groundswell in the Latin 
American church, and called for solution of injustice through the 
agency of the elites. Gutierrez revives the image of class conflict, 
albeit euphemistically, when he states: "you cannot be with the poor 
unless you are struggling against poverty", implying that you are 
either one of the oppressed (the poor and their social allies) or you 
are set against them.11 ® Gutierrez elaborates this crude us-them
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dichotomy, arguing, "To be with the oppressed is to be against the 
oppressor."117 For Guiterrez, social progress is a result of class 
struggle, a struggle in which there are no neutrals, merely 
exploiters and exploited. For him, then, social progress is a process 
of liberation from below rather than a top-down process, marking 
another area of conflict between the Vatican and Latin American 
churchmen.
Gutierrez' landmark book was an inspiration, producing not 
only a copious body of related writing, but also the formation of 
Marxist groups such as Christians for Socialism.11 ® Given the 
increasing divergence of Latin American theology from its 
forebearers (the Council and Populorum Progression the lines of 
philosophical difference were clearly drawn. Pope Paul's end of this 
dialogue did not emerge in one unitary forum, as liberation theology 
essentially did in the work of Gutierrez. Instead, the Pope spent the 
next seven years articulating his responses in piecemeal fashion, 
attempting to check the philosophical excess of the renegade 
theology without resorting to explicit condemnation. By looking to 
the Pope's specific address of issues as well as his attempts at 
consensus building in light of the rift in his dialogue with the Latin 
American church, we can see the papacy as an institution aloof from 
political particularism, and one that inherently seeks common 
ground as a way of avoiding discord.
In regard to the issue of special concern for the poor, the Pope 
was actively bearing witness, but was very circumspect in his 
statements regarding the consequences of oppression. While 
condemning poverty and systems which lead to it, the Pope warned
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that if reform d ots not occur "despair will ensue on the part of the 
poor and powarlaaa, a despair that will spur them to (an)aggressive 
search for methods...to gain what they consider to be their economic 
rights(em phasis added).”119 While close scrutiny is necessary to 
divine this subtle shift, by failing to speak of the economic rights of 
the poor (a common style of advocacy as late as Populorum  
Proorasalo for the pontiff), and instead speaking of what the poor 
"consider to be” their rights, the Pope is bearing a perceptibly 
detached witness to poverty, establishing a contrast between his 
measured sympathy for the poor and the brash advocacy of liberation 
theologians.
In regard to Guiterrez' scripturally based call for a socialist 
order, the Pope's response is especially revealing. In his encyclical 
Q ctooesim a Adven lans Paul is unreserved In his criticisms of the 
socialist philosophy. Ending a decade-long hiatus during which the 
Vatican did not explicitly criticize Marxism, Paul wrote: "it would
be foolish and dangerous ...to become involved in the class struggle 
and the Marxist interpretation of it without paying attention to the 
kind of violent and totalitarian society to which this activity 
gradually leads."120 And what of liberal capitalism, which the Pope 
had denounced so strongly in the mid to late 1960's? The Pope 
neutrally praises and critiques individualist dogma, advising: 
”Christians (to] exercise prudent judgement with regard to the 
doctrine of liberals*.121
The easy conclusion would be that the Pope was inconsistent 
or evien whimsical in his criticism, and therefore to dism iss hie 
comments. In fact, this seeming indecision is a balancing prooeas, a
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process of consensus-seeking through rhotoric. The Pop*, of course, 
perceives himself as an agent who has great Impact within the 
church, in changing minds and building agreement. The apparent 
leftism of the Council can be considered as both a response to the 
consensus in the documents (most of which were ratified by huge 
majorities) and as an attempt to build consensus for the Catholic 
social justice agenda articulated in the Council. But if the church, 
under Paul's leadership, tilted to the left as a response to the 
excesses of the right in the last twenty-five years (fascism  and 
liberal-power colonialism), so did it tilt back to that right when 
confronted with an increasingly radicalized Latin American church. 
The tilt back was inevitable, because the Pop* could only build 
consensus by pulling the deviant movement back toward the norm. 
Further, the leftism of the Council occurred under a papal summons- 
•th* collegiality of the council derived from papal delegation. The 
Pop* at no point encouraged Latin American theologians to lead the 
church further leftward, into calls for specified political 
structures. The adventurism of the Latin American ferment, thus, 
was an outgrowth of real collegiality, and the Council had not 
demonstrated that the Vatican endorsed such wholesale autarky in 
the constituent regional churches.
While the Pope was undeniably decisive in rejecting the 
politicization of the church from its prosocialist wing, he w as even 
more arch in condemning moral juitlfications of revolution and its 
inevitability. In his address entitled "Extremism in the Church", 
Paul warned of the left's practice of: "rashly believ(ing) that they 
are interpreting the real needs of the Christian people as a whole or
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the inexorable course of history."122 The Pope, thus, derides the 
notion that class conflict necessitates revolutions as an arrogant 
assumption of theorists.
Not only is violence avoidable, it degrades its proponents and 
users, argues Paul: "Violence leads to revolution and revolution to 
the loss of freedom...it ends its cycle by defeating itself and the 
very causes which originally led to its use."123 in its place, the 
Pope advocates that "contending groups seek reconciliation by 
renouncing every form of persecution and violence."124 Paul 
implicitly responds to the characterization of Christ as a 
revolutionary by calling Jesus: "a life-giving source of peace and 
reconciliation for countless individuals and peoples."125 a  final 
argument Is a direct stab at the standard liberation theology 
justification of violent revolution by the underclass: "Black-and-
white ideologies then put in their appearance and schematize 
oppositions by dividing individuals and groups strictly into 'the 
exploited and the exploiters' or into 'friends and enemies'."126 This 
"false ideology" only "(foments) hatred."127
Paul's response to the liberation challenge, though issued bit 
by bit, came to rebut n y ry  aspect of liberation teaching on 
revolution: the use of Christ as a central supporting Image; the 
purported morality of violence in light of the Christian struggle for 
peace, and; ideologies of class conflict that nurture revolt.
The Pope takes on the fusion of the temporal and the religious 
oalled inescapable by Qutierrez and finds that doctrinal politics 
must always be subordinated to the spiritual life of a Christian,
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suggesting that religion does not impel Christians mechanistically 
toward any one set of goals. He states:
•Now a  Christian may choose to live out his faith by 
pursuing political action as a way of ministering to the 
needs of others. In doing this, however, he cannot 
without inner conflict adhere to doctrinal tenets which, 
at their roots or in their main points, aro inconsistent 
with his faith and his notions about man.""' 28 
Here the Pope suggests that Christianity impels one toward 
general, humanistic values and not toward any particular ideology. 
Paul even goes on to condemn Marxism, warning against any group 
injecting their values into the gospel through a religio-temporal 
fusion, as Christianity, untainted by political ideology, is the 
legitimate source of Christian values. As Paul points out: "The 
Christian faith surpasses these doctrines, and sometimes it directly 
opposes them.*129
Despite the guerdedness of the Pope about confining the church 
to any particular ideology in the quest for social justice, Paul 
continued to campaign for an equitable social order and the 
affirmation of essential rights. His mechanism for achieving social 
benefit, however, reflected another difference with Gutierrez; the 
Pr>pe favored top-down solvency of social ills, working through 
existing elites and Institutions. The Pope often took his m essage to 
elite groups, one example being M s 1976 address to the Board of the 
Christian Center for Owners and Managers of French Businesses. 
Therein the Pope implored: ”We must make economic growth 
subordinate to and In harmony with the requirements of man's
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authentic progress and of social solidarity."130 By taking his case  
to C E O 's instead of to the streets, Paul affirmed the gradualist 
model for social change, a  hallmark of classical Catholic social 
teaching.
The Pope's side of this theological dialogue, unlike Gutierrez' 
Theoloov of Liberation, did not appear in a unitary whole. Therefore, 
his rebuttals of the arguments of the liberation theologians did not 
have the same visibility or create the same impact. The criticisms 
were delivered in almost circumspect fashion, emerging from the 
Vatican over a six year period.131 This conforms to the thesis that 
Paul was a consensus builder, trying to nudge the Latin American 
church toward Paul's mainstream desire for social justice without 
making the church a political mouthpiece.
Further corroboration of the thesis that Paul was a consensus- 
building diplomat is evident in what Paul did choose to accent. He 
released the encyclical Evanoelii Nuntiandi in December 1975, 
commemorating the 10th anniversary of the close of the Council.
The encyclical thus addressed theological issues in light of the 
Council and was also clearly intended to address the proper nature 
of the postconciliar church. But instead of focusing on the teachings 
of the Council, which would have left Paul the unpleasant choice of 
either extending its already overextended progressive spirit or 
trying to rein in those who had overextended it, he took an 
altogether different tack. Paul instead spent 21,000 words 
elaborating the need for "the zealous proclamation of the Gospel to 
the men of our time", in a canny attempt to redirect the church's 
energy, away from politicism and toward evangelism . 1 32
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This choics was orafty in that it callsd all Catholic prelates to 
expend their energy on a goal they could all agree on-the  
transmission of the Catholic gospel. The title of the encyclical, 
"Evangelization In the Modern World", illustrates the Pope's deeper 
Intent. The document's title self-consciously echoes Qaudlum  et 
Sp aa  (The Pastoral Consitltution on the Church In the Modern W orld), 
reminding all prelates that the purpose of grappling with modernity 
in the Council was to more successfully spread Qod's word in that 
modem world. A s if this was not enough of a play to consensus and 
enough of an attempt to return cor A of the Council's legacy to the 
papacy, the Pope emphasized one of the only issues where he was in 
genuine concord with the liberation theologians. The Pope 
highlighted oonoern for local religious culture when he wrote: "we 
must evangelize..or imbue with the Gospel, the cultures and culture 
of man, in the very broad and rich sense these terms have in 
{Qaudlum  et Sp e aL "133 The repeatedly emphasized concern for local 
culture was the only substantive feature of Qaudlum  et S p e s  
addressed in the well-publicized encyclical, and this made Evanpelll 
Nuntlandl a generalist affirmation of the Council, as well as an 
adroit politioa! maneuver by a Pope who well recognized the tension 
between the Vatican and his Latin American church.
Such a move could avert conflict and even the appearance of 
tension, but It also did little to deter the spread of liberation 
theology, which flourished as the 1970's wore on. Paul's death in 
1978 eventually led to the aocesaion of Pope John Paul II, who would 
open Medellin's suocessor, the Third Qeneral Conference of Latin 
American Bishops at Puebla, Mexico in February 1979, a scant three
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months Into hit papacy. John Paul's encounter with the Latin 
American church at Puebla would confirm the structural analysis of 
the papacy thus far advanced, as well a s demonstrating the groat 
political prowess of the Polish Pope.
Puebla: John Paul Takas Command of ths Dialogue
VI.
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Ths accassion in lata 1978 of Karol Wojtyla to tha papacy 
brought with it tha sxpsctatlon that tha nsw Pops would likaly ba 
lass sympathatic to tha prograssiva alamant within his church of 
which liberation theologians ware part. One convenient stereotype 
of tha Pope in western sources is that his life experience in Poland 
informed him of tha dangers of Marxism-Leninism and that ha 
consequently stood against liberation theology. This view, of 
course, not only presumes that the Pope altogether opposed 
liberation theology, but also implies a distinction in approach 
between John Paul II and Paul VI. Like most caricatures, this view 
is easy, neat, and wrong. A  dose  examination of Puebla shows John 
Paul II attempting a guarded assimilation of liberation themes and 
their advocates into the mainstream of Cathdlc sodal concern.
John Paul's obvious desire to build consensus and his failure to 
entirely condemn liberation theology show that he, like Paul, was a 
politically adept Pope who shunned confrontation and practiced the 
politics of Inclusion.
John Paul II forcefully took command of the Vatican-llberation 
theology dialogue in N s  Puebla address. Speaking to the General 
Conference In his opening address, John Paul quickly established 
that liberation issues would be addressed openly, while asserting 
papal primacy and declaring one dodrinal "innovation” that the 
papacy would reject. He did all this in one straightforward 
assertion:
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"In other cases people purport to depict Jesus as a 
political activist, as a fighter against Roman domination 
and the authorities, and even as someone involved in the 
class struggle. The cone *>n of Christ as a political 
figure, a revolutionary, as the subversive from Nazareth, 
does not tally with the Church's catecheais."134 
With this opening rhetorical shot, issued only minutes into the 
address, the Pope served notice that outright expropriation of the 
gospel for militant political purposes would not be tolerated.
Yet this one remark, which gave such comfort to the 
democratic-capitalist critics of liberation theology (such as Michael 
Novak and James Schell), did not amount to a blanket denunciation of 
liberation theology. Instead, It was a sharp reminder of papal 
primacy in questions of dogma, which established the basis for the 
Pope's subsequent absorption of liberation themes. John Paul 
reinforced the notion that Puebla was a theological housecleaning 
when he spoke of the need to reject some interpretations of 
Medellin: "And there have been interpretations that are sometimes 
contradictory, not always correct, and not always beneficial for the 
Church."135 Yet John Paul was careful to pay homage to Medellin's 
"impulse for pastoral renewal and. . . new 'spirit' in the face of the 
future".136 in celebrating Medellin and Vatican II (calling it "the 
Council of our century"), the Pope professes respect for the 
progressive spirit of the Council and its legacy. By returning not 
only to Medellin but even to the Council, John Paul reminds the 
bishops of their consensual goals and common philosophical
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antecedents. (John Paul was a participant in the Council alongside 
many of the bishopa whom he now addressed). 137
Emphasizing incorporation over confrontation, John Paul 
proceeded to make the rhetoric of liberation his own. In his homily 
at Guadalupe, John Paul lauded Medellin's "integral liberation for 
human beings and peoples".138 At Puebla John Paul asaerted that 
there is a "correct Christian concept of liberation", 13® allowing him 
to elaborate Ita dimensions. John Paul explains that this concept:
"is liberation made up of reconciliation and forgiveness. It is 
liberation rooted in the fact of being the children of God."140 This 
liberation can constitute removing tyranny or false allegiances, John 
Paul elaboratea: "It is liberation as the successful conquest of the 
forms of bondage and idols fashioned by human beings".141
Some could argue that this affirmative papal vision of 
liberation is a mere shell, devoid of any political content, and was 
therefore a mere ruse. Yet this is not so. The very passages of John 
Paul at Puebla resound with a strong plea for greater justice in the 
political arena. John Paul speaks of the need for "peace, freedom, 
and social justice; and the right to participate in making decisions 
that affect peoples and nations."14® These needs are obstructed, 
argues the Pope, by "forms of collective violence such as racial 
discrimination...(and) torturing of....political d issiden ts"^43 John 
Paul's positive redrawing of liberation continued into the option for 
the poor when he spoke of, "its preferential but not exclusive 
concern for the poor". 144 The Pope, then, did view the political 
world as a domain in which the church could function, and 
articulated a positive Christian social agenda of securing human
rights and political participation which he identified with 
liberation.
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John Paul gracefully intermingled his criticisms of liberation 
theology's periodic extremity with these affirmations of his 
"Christian conoept of liberation" in an attempt to create a 
compromise position which would be consensually acceptable. A s he 
sought that consensus, he did describe hie negative vision, of what 
liberation theology could not be. In addition to having forcefully 
rejected the image of Christ, revolutionary, the pontiff also echoed 
Paul Vi's rejection of that image's logical extension-a highly 
specific political ideology which could achieve revolutionary 
success. John Paul quotes Paul: "(such an ideology) would lend 
itself to ready manipulation and expropriation by ideological 
system s and political parties."145 By elucidating the affirmaWe 
and the unsalvagable elements of liberation theology, the Pope 
demonstrated Paul's concern for concord.
John Paul also demonstrated Paul's political acumen in the 
pressure he subtlety brought to bear on liberation theologians to fall 
into the orthodox ranks and accept his affirmation of their central 
image and core value, liberation. The new pontiff invoked the 
acceptance of the m asses as a standard for judgement as to what is 
theologically correct and what is deviant: "as if by some evangelical 
instinct, the humble and simple faithful spontaneously sense when 
the Qoapel is being served in the Church and when it is being 
eviscerated and asphyxiated by other interests."145 This sly 
reference foretold the use of another strategy to buid consensus 
that was unique to this Pope. A s a young, activist, and non-Italian
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pontiff, John Paul was a novalty. His appaal was haightanad by a 
firm and charismatic speaking style. Jam as Schall summed it up 
thus: "The poor loved the Pope.*147 This Pope's public sermons 
were generally attended by "a large crowd of the faithful”, who felt 
an unusual bond with the pontiff. He took his vision of liberation to 
the m asses at an outdoor m ass In Puebla and again during N s tour of 
Latin America a mere fifteen months later. Through these self- 
conscious ministrations to the m asses the Pope became a symbol of 
concern for the m asses who transcended dry theological debates.
His m ass appeal was an end run around the liberation theologians, 
for at Puebla he had served notice that popular legitimacy was his, 
and that prelates would be wise to conform to his theological line 
and not risk open eonflict.
The documents Issuing forth from Puebla underline the success 
of the papal strategy of rhetorical con,promise, assimilation, and 
consensus-building. The Pope's notion that the church cannot 
subordinate Hs m essage to particular political doctrines, implicit in 
his criticism of the Image of a revolutionary Christ, found favor In 
the Puebla conclusions. In the section 'The Clamor for Justice", the 
Puebla fathers denounce both capitalism and Marxism as "equally 
sinful system (s)".14® Here John Paul succeeded in pulling the 
relatively progressive Latin American church toward the concern for 
social juatioe in Qaudlum  et S p e i.  which was based in Christian 
ethics and not political concretion, and away from an alliance with 
partisan forces and revolutionism.
John Paul also did not completely ignore the church's role in 
politics, but rather gave the church the role of providing the moral
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consciousness that forms the basis for political man. The Puebla 
fathers show this In their acceptance of John Paul's conception of 
"integral liberation", the term the pontiff chose for his notion of 
liberation.1*°  The use of papal rhetoric by the Puebla participants 
is underlined by a more general conception of liberation, which 
mirrors John Paul's own. The goal of this "liberative evangelization 
. . .  is to transform human beings into active subjects of their own 
individual and communitarian development".150 Here John Paul has 
led the bishops into Paul's conception of the church as providing a 
framework for moral development and not a specific philosophical 
direction. The Puebla bishops also echo John Paul when they seek 
"liberation...free of ambiguity and reductionism" (read free from 
politicization).151 The victory here consists not of the defeat of 
liberation theology, but rather of its dilution to the point where its 
core imagery could be incorporated into mainstream Catholic 
sociopolitical thinking.
John Paul won a victory in the focus of Puebla's documents as 
well. The conference took as its theme "Evangelization at Present 
and in the Future of Latin America", in deference to Evanpelii 
Nuntlandi. Because the Vatican successfully refocused theology on 
the task of evangelization, the Puebla documents all necessarily 
relate to the superordinate goal of evangelizing. The Puebla 
conclusions return to the evangelioal task endlessly, preventing 
them from wandering topically. Thus, Medellin's successor did not 
give themes such as "Justice" or "Peace" entire documents. This 
Vatican-Inspired limitation of argumentative ground was a tactic
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that created • less collegial conference, which was ultimataly mora 
reaponaiva to conaanaual papal thamaa.
Tha Vatican avan succeeded in getting the Puebla biahopa to 
accept top-down aolutlona of social ilia. Tha conclusions assart 
that tha church, "tha expert in humanity, must be tha voice of those 
who have no vo ice d  52 This image presents tha church as an 
ombudsman for tha concerns of tha poor, discouraging tha poor from 
seeking redress through revolution, yet simultaneously expressing 
strong solidarity with their plight. The image also represents 
compromise with the liberation theologians, for within this 
construct, one of the most important roles of the church is 
"denouncing”, or loudly taking the case of the voiceless to the 
authorities. Thus, the church does not propound in the abstract, but 
in the worldly spirit of Vatican II and Medellin, it becomes an 
intermediary in the struggle of the oppressed. Though the church 
does not advocate any theoretical construct, and therefore is not a 
philosophical agent in the context of social change, it does play a 
role in social change and justice by giving voice to concerns of the 
oppressed. This activist witness of poverty is a clear attempt to 
fuse liberation theology activism with the Pope's dictum that all 
ideologies are stifling.
Puebla waa not an affirmation of Medellin, as Harvey Sand  
would have it, nor was it an outright removal of the church from 
, jiitics, as Schall would argue. Rather, Puebla was a victory of 
assimilation for Pope John Paul II, who made the word "liberation" 
synonymous with official Catholic teaching on social justice in 
Latin America while rejecting its politically dogmatic exoeaaes of
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militant revolutionary fervor. By invoking popular legitimation a t a 
thaological standard, tha oharitmatic Pop# made dear who would 
dictate office! ohuroh doctrine, yet by ohoice he also incorporated in 
the spirit of ooHegMKy. These poiitioaHy astute m oves fostered 
the desired intrachurch consensus, though the Vctioan dialogue with 
liberation theology w as far from over. The upcoming severity of the 
Pope's dealings with liberation theologians would confirm his 
victory at Puebla, and show that even a consensus-builder can only 
tolerate so  muoh dissent.
Dialogue After Puebla: John Paul's Victory Affirmed
VII.
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The events of the 1980's in the Vatican-liberation theology 
dialogue are still fresh, and crucial contact points harder to 
identify; yet the evolving record shows the Pope's msstery of this 
dialogue, and thus his firm control of the legacy of the Second 
Vatican Council. A focus on Vatican output in the 1980's, most 
especially 1984's "An Instruction on the Theology of Liberation" 
mirrors the paring and assimilation of Puebla, with the selective 
acceptance and rejection of portions of liberation theology. 1985's 
"Extraordinary Synod of Bishops", convened on the Council's 20th 
anniversary, confirmed the victory of John Paul's strategy and 
affirmed Vatican control of the conciliar legacy.
The 1984 "Instruction" on liberation theology was drawn up by 
the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith and ratified by 
John Paul. The document was expected to be essentially negative in 
tone; the for that same Vatican department had recently issued a 
censure of liberation theologian Leonardo Boff which forbade him to 
write or preach for one year. 153 The suspension followed the 
publication of his book W hen Theology Listens &  lh a  Poor, which 
used Vatican II as a point of departure for a Marx-influenced 
analysis which concluded that the church must assist the act of 
liberation in temporal affairs.'15 *
The silencing of Father Boff, however, was not a portent of 
impending condemnation. Rather, the Vatican "Instruction" contained 
olive branches, including its memorable opening: "The gospel of
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J«sus Christ is a m essaage of freedom and a force for liberation. In 
recent years, this essential truth has become the object of 
reflection for theologians, with a new kind of attention that is full 
of promise.”155 Plainly, Puebla's politics of inclusion had endured. 
The Vatican "Instruction* goes on to assert that liberation: "finds a 
strong and fraternal echo in the heart and spirit of Christians."156 
Liberation theology is therefore: "a thoroughly valid term."157 The 
Vatican also affirmed the need to attend to the social ills addressed 
by liberation theology: "We dare not forget for a single instant the 
situations of acute distress that issue such a dramatic call to 
theologians."158 The document even affirmed: "the radical 
experience of Christian liberty", showing a desire to meet the 
liberation theologians halfway in affirming their rhetoric of the 
inherent radicalism of conversion and liberation from evil.159
The Vatican "Instruction" elaborates, just as John Paul did at 
Puebla, the negative with the positive, making it plain that 
liberation theology is being clarified and assimilated into a 
normative theological framework, and not rejected altogether. The 
criticisms, in line with Paul's and John Paul's attempts to establish 
papal control over the progressive offspring of Vatican II, are of 
political particularism explicit in some "theologies of liberation". 
160 By speaking of the movement in the plural, the Vatican 
highlighted its desire to prune instead of chop down.
The Vatican "pruning" attached only to "certain forms of 
liberation theology, which use, in an insufficiently critical manner, 
concepts borrowed from various currents of Marxist thought."181 By 
borrowing wholesale, the Vatican argued, the necessary
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"epistemological critique" is missing, leaving theology burdened by 
the failures of Marxism as a concretely realized system.162 That 
is, the politicization of theology in this argument is not a wrong, in 
and of itself, but rather a disadvantage in that it couples theology to 
the inherent flaws of any worldly political-philosophical concept 
system .
The retreat from this "politicization of existence" allows 
theology to be governed by the purer moral framework of Catholic 
social analysis, which seeks the elimination of all evil.163 When 
the "whole m essage of salvation and the imperatives of true 
liberation”164 are preached simultaneously in ail realms: political,
social, community, personal, and the notion of good is not suborned 
to priorities in any one sphere, then the transcendent good is 
realized. This notion of liberation is a clear outgrowth of John 
Paul's generalist concept of liberation advanced at Puebla.
Liberation was a vital reality, but not be confined to any particular 
mode of existence, such as the political. Given that it is not a tool 
to be used in any one "realm", its transcendent truth can nonetheless 
impact alt levels.
The theological consolidation of John Paul's clarification at 
Puebla was matched by papal statements throughout the decade. 
Taken as a whole, "Instructions" and John Paul's pronouncements 
amount to a tapestry of consolidation of Vatican ll's legacy. The 
consolidative strain is evident in "Culture and Evangelization", in 
which John Paul defined Gaudlum  et Sp e s ' legacy to the consensually 
affirmable "concern for evangelizing cultures...in a world 
characterized by pluralism."165 By returning with complete fidelity
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to the basic objective underlying Gaudium at S p a s , the Pope not only 
advocates the consensually agreeable practice of evangelizing the 
various cultures, but also highlights the contrast between his 
unquestionable orthodoxy and fidelity to the Council and the 
questionable extrapolations of the Council, birthed in the 
progressive spirit.
The legacy of Vatican II was further consolidated by papal 
expressions echoing the particular worldly concerns of liberation 
theologians while making no reference to liberation themes. This 
served to coopt the liberation theologians, by elimating the urgent 
need for address of these problems intheir rhetorical context. In 
"Our First Concern Must Be the Poor”, John Paul outlines an 
unambiguous preferential option for the poor, and his com r'ssion  on 
the international debt question recommended a "transformation) of 
economic relations...into relations of justice and mutual service", a 
recommendation John Paul endorsed. 166
The extent of John Paul's success in fostering concord and 
creating great support for papal conceptions of Vatican II was 
apparent at the Extraordinary Synod of Bishops which John Paul 
convened to commemorate and examine the spirit of the Second 
Vatican Council. The victory of the papal perspective at the Synod is 
notable, for "103 of the 165 Synod fathers cams from the Third 
World."167 The most obvious manifestation of the Pope's political 
success was the tame advocacy of liberation theology at the Synod. 
Bishop Lorscheiter, a liberation theologian from Brazil, itself a 
stronghold of the movement, delivered a speech which slavishly 
echoes papal clarifications of proper liberation theology. He
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described it as: "not a theology...that pushes toward violence...[or] 
defends, propagates, or justifies Marxist ideology or the class 
struggle."1®® After Lorschieter piously condemned such deviations 
from orthodoxy, he embraced the papal conception of positive 
liberation theology: "It denounces the situation of structural social
injustice and social sin. It proclaims the passionate love of God for 
the poor."1®®
Lorschieter's advocacy of the papist liberation theology 
indicates that the Pope had largely bridged the gap that had 
separated the papacy from its increasingly progressive Latin 
American lieutenants after Vatican II. The Pope's control of the 
Council's legacy was further reflected in the synodal documents, 
which endorsed strains of liberation theology but in integralist 
fashion, in conformity to John Paul's conception of Vatican II. There 
is a call for "the preferential option for the poor" and also an urging 
that the "signs of the times'" be scrutinized, to allow the adaptation 
of "the social doctrine of the Church...[to] ever new situations."17® 
This last reference is telling, for the Vatican "instruction" on 
liberation theology referred to the movement as a "sign of the 
tim es".
The papacy, then, endorsed the notion that such strains within 
contemporary Catholicism would be scrutinized as concomittants of 
plaguing social problems, but that they would be subsumed into an 
integralist theology. The ideological basis for this subordination of 
local ferment to papal leadership appears also in the synodal 
documents, which endorsed the "pastoral utility" of episcopal 
conferences.171 This posture relegated conferences to a functional
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role in actualizing the theological leadership of the Pope, and 
quashed hopes that the Vatican's repeated creation of such 
conferences was license for collegial theologizing and a tacit 
concession to local creative impulses.
Of course, the archest advocates of liberation theology were 
heard to complain that this vise-like papal grasp of the Vatican- 
llberation theology dialogue was somehow ominous, and not only a 
threat to their movement's vitlaity but to the church itself. But 
their shrill arguments also underlined the extent and ultimate 
source of John Paul's mastery. The left-leaning editorial board of 
the Christian periodical The Month opined that, "(t)he possibility 
that many of the poor will be to a greater to or lesser degree 
alienated from the institutional Church is extremely serious", and 
called therefore on John Paul to cede more ground to the 
llberationists.1 72 Vat even The Month understood the exceptional 
personal power of this pontiff, conceding that "Pope John Paul's 
visits to sensitive areas attract immediate enthusiasm from the 
local population".1 By bonding with the m asses in repeated visits 
to the third world, the Pope greatly reinforced his position as the 
font of all legitimate doctrine. John Paul left rejectionists who 
spurned his assimilation of liberation themes to protest emptily of 
visible danger to a church visibly energized by his powerful 
leadership.
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Conclusions
This analysis of the Vatican's dialogue with liberation 
theology yields a number of interesting conclusions about this 
analysis' subjects, but also about history in general. The first set 
would be general historical conclusions. Obviously, the Second 
Vatican Council is vastly understudied in light of its great 
influence, most especially its role in fostering liberation theology. 
This points to the inadequacy of our field, which is so self­
consciously secular; historians should take a cue from Gaudlum  et 
which undertood the interaction of the religious and temporal, 
and set aside our senseless aversion to studying anything which 
pertains to "church*. Church history must not be a ghetto of discrete 
and separate concerns, especially as we construct a history of 
nations with strong traditions of religious Influence in secular 
culture, as Gutierrez points out.
Another point in the realm of general historical conclusions is 
that no field should define its own parameters. The study of 
liberation theology consists almost entirely of original materials, 
sometimes anthologized, and brief sympathetic commentaries by the 
anthologists who desire to transmit the philosophy to a first world 
audience. Whether or not such sympathy is justified is irrelevant to 
the defect that a rise s-a s a consequence of the study of liberation 
theology being a study of the materials themselves, no sense of 
causation or the dynamic interrelation to other historical phenomena 
emerges. And as the preceding analysis reveals, liberation theology
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can only be com pletely understood as a movement within a broader 
political context.
More specific conclusions, regarding the Vatican and the 
papacy, are compelled by this work. The papacy is neither a hotbed 
of political leftism as a result of the Council, as many of John 
X X III's  contemporaries mistakenly thought, nor is it the supreme 
patron of reactoionary conservatism, as many of John Paul's critics 
circa Puebla would have it. Rather, the papacy is a balancer of 
interests which strives to remain aloof from political concretion. 
Consequently, the tendency of lay historians to form generalizations 
about supposed contrasts in the leadership of recent Popes is 
misbegotten. A  consistency of principle underlies their seemingly 
contrasting postures, a desire to nurture progressive Catholic social 
teaching within the constraint of not politicizing the religious 
world, and a concern for consensus.
Finally, the extent to which the papacy is a political 
institution (not in the sense of worldly politics, but rather, in terms 
of its own political structure) is evident in the actions of both Paul 
and John Paul. Both were masters of public relations. Paul's 
judiciously quiet criticism of the liberation theologians coupled 
with loud trumpeting of his evangelistic redirection of third world 
energies in Evangelii Nuntlandi showed consummate political skill. 
John Paul's use of assimilative rhetoric and public sanction to build 
consensus was equally masterful.
This analysis discloses the need for further study of several 
historically misunderstood and neglected phenomena. First, the 
papacy: its highly political function within the church and steerage
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of th# ohuroh from the rooky shoals of poNticizstion. Second, the 
church: tho detlost* interface botwoon tho religious ond tho 
temporal, and tho Importance of sensible ohuroh history in light of 
tho church'* groat potential impact on secular affair*. Third, th* 
Seoond Vatican Council: tho richness of Its texts and Ha breadth of 
historioal causation. Fourth, liberation theology: the need to 
understand It in proper historical oontext, as a phenomenon in 
relation to other phenomena. Only when this neglect is remedied can 
we write a complete history of our time.
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